Speak To Me
Kari Jobe, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook
G • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Am7
The sound of many waters
Em
Calms the sea in me
Am7
The voice that ends the silence
Em
Meets me in my need
C
Like fireworks
Em
Igniting in my chest
C
The weight of Your glory
Em
The reverence

Channel
Em G/B C D
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Em G/B C
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
G D
Speak to me
C
I'm listening
G D
Speak to me
C
I'm listening

Turnaround
[Am7 / G /// C /// Am7 / G /// C ///]

Verse 2
Am7
The sound that shakes the heavens
G
A whisper on the wind
Am7
Breaks my inhibitions
G D
and settles me within
C
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
C
Your still, small voice moving me again

Channel
Em G/B C D
I hang on to every word You say
Em G/B C
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
G
I'm listening
[D(add4) /// | Em7 /// | C /// ]

Instrumental
[G /// | A /// | Em7 /// | C2 /// ]

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL
[4x]

Ending
G D(add4)
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Em7 C2
In awe that I could hear You speak
G D(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Em7 C2
I live to hear You say my name
A
Speak to me
Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook
Gb • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Abm7 Gb
The sound of many waters
Ebm
Calms the sea in me
Abm7 Gb
The voice that ends the silence
Ebm Db
Meets me in my need
B
Like fireworks
Ebm
Igniting in my chest
B Bb
The weight of Your glory
Ebm Db
The reverence

Channel
Ebm Gb/Bb B Db
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Ebm Gb/Bb B
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
Gb Db
Speak to me
Ebm
Speak to me
B
I'm listening
Gb Db
Speak to me
Ebm
Speak to me
B
I'm listening

Turnaround
[Abm7 / Gb] /// | Abm7 /// | B2 /// |

Verse 2
Abm7 Gb
The sound that shakes the heavens
Ebm
In a whisper on the wind
Abm7 Gb
Breaks my inhibitions
Ebm Db
and settles me within
B Ebm B Db
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
B Ebm B Db
Your still, small voice moving me again

Channel
Ebm Gb/Bb B Db
I hang on to every word You say
Ebm Gb/Bb B
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
Gb
I'm listening
[Db(add4) /// | Ebm7 /// | B2 /// |

Instrumental
[Gb // Gb(add4) /// | Ebm7 /// | B2 /// |

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL

Ending
Gb B Db(add4)
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Gb B
In awe that I could hear You speak

Repeat
Gb
I hang on to every word You say
Gb
I live to hear You say my name
Ab
Speak to me
Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook
A • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Bm7 A
The sound of many waters
F#m
Calms the sea in me
Bm7 A
The voice that ends the silence
F#m E
Meets me in my need
D
Like fireworks
F#m
Igniting in my chest
D C#
The weight of Your glory
F#m E
The reverence

Channel
F#m A/C# D E
I’m in awe that You would come to me
F#m A/C# D
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
A E
Speak to me
F#m
Speak to me
D
I’m listening
A E
Speak to me
F#m
Speak to me
D
I’m listening

Turnaround
|Bm7 / A /// E(add4) /// |

Verse 2
Bm7 A
The sound that shakes the heavens
F#m
Whisper on the wind
Bm7 A
Breaks my inhibitions
F#m E
and settles me within
D F#m E
The mystery, You’re closer than my skin
D F#m E
Your still, small voice moving me again

Interval
F#m A/C# D E
I hang on to every word You say
F#m A/C# D
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
A
I’m listening
[E(add4) /// |F#m7 /// D2 /// |

Instrumental
[A /// |E(add4) /// A#m7 /// |D2 /// |
[A /// |E(add4) /// A#m7 /// |D2 /// |

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL

Interlude
A
I’m listening
E(add4)

Turnaround
|A /// E /// |

Ending
A E(add4)
In awe that You would come to me
F#m7 D2
In awe that I could hear You speak
A E(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
F#m7 D2
I live to hear You say my name
B
Speak to me
Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook

Verse 1
Bbm7   Ab
The sound of many waters
Fm
Calms the sea in me
Bbm7   Ab
The voice that ends the silence
Fm   Eb
Meets me in my need
Db
Like fireworks
Fm
Igniting in my chest
Db   C
The weight of Your glory
Fm   Eb
The reverence

Chorus
Ab   Eb
Speak to me
Fm
I’m listening
Ab   Eb
Speak to me
Db
I’m listening
Ab
Speak to me
Fm
I’m listening
Db
I’m listening

Turnaround
Bbm7   Ab
Bbm7   Ab
| Eb |

Verse 2
Bbm7   Ab
The sound that shakes the heavens
Fm
A whisper on the wind
Bbm7   Ab
Break my inhibitions
Fm   Eb
and settles me within
Db   Fm   Eb
The mystery, You’re closer than my skin
Db   Fm   Eb
Your still, small voice moving me again

Channel
Fm   Ab/C   Db   Eb
I hang on to every word You say
Fm   Ab/C   Db
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
Ab
I’m listening
| Eb(add4) /// Fm7 /// Db2 /// |

Instrumental
| Ab /// Ab(add4) /// Fm7 /// Db2 /// |
| Ab /// Ab(add4) /// Fm7 /// Db2 /// |

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL

| 4x |

Ending
Ab   Eb(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Fm7   Eb(add4)
I live to hear You say my name
Bb
Speak to me

Speak To Me
Kari Jobe, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook

Verses:
C#m7 B
The sound of many waters
G#m
Calms the sea in me
C#m7 B
The voice that ends the silence
G#m F#
Meets me in my need
E
Like fireworks
G#m
Igniting in my chest
E D#
The weight of Your glory
G#m F#
The reverence

Channel:
G#m B/D# E F#
I’m in awe that You would come to me
G#m B/D# E
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus:
B F#
Speak to me
G#m
Speak to me
E
I’m listening
B F#
Speak to me
G#m
Speak to me
E
I’m listening

Turnaround:
C#m7 / B
C#m7 / F# (1x)

Verse 2:
C#m7 B
The sound that shakes the heavens
G#m
A whisper on the wind
C#m7 B
Breaks my inhibitions
G#m F#
and settles me within
E G#m F#
The mystery, You’re closer than my skin
E G#m F#
Your still, small voice moving me again
Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook
Bb • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Cm7
The sound of many waters
Gm
Calms the sea in me
Cm7
The voice that ends the silence
Gm
Meets me in my need
Eb
Like fireworks
Gm
Igniting in my chest
Eb/D
The weight of Your glory
Gm
The reverence

Channel
Gm
Bb/D
Eb
F
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Gm
Bb/D
Eb
In awe that I could hear You speak
Chorus
Bb
F
Speak to me
Gm
Speak to me
Eb
I'm listening
Bb
F
Speak to me
Gm
Speak to me
Eb
I'm listening

Turnaround
Cm7 / Bb
Gm / F

Verse 2
Cm7
The sound that shakes the heavens
Gm
The whisper on the wind
Cm7
Breaks my inhibitions
Gm
and settles me within
Eb
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
Eb
Your still, small voice moving me again

Channel
Gm
Bb/D
Eb
F
I hang on to every word You say
Gm
Bb/D
Eb
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
Bb
I'm listening
Gm7
Bb
F(add4)
Gm
I'm listening

Instrumental
Bb
F(add4)
Gm7

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL

Ending
Bb
F(add4)
Gm7
Eb2
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Gm7
Eb2
In awe that I could hear You speak
Bb
F(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Gm7
Eb2
I live to hear You say my name

C
Speak to me

REPEAT.
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Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook

C • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Dm7 C
The sound of many waters
Am
Calms the sea in me
Dm7 C
The voice that ends the silence
Am G
Meets me in my need
F
Like fireworks
Am
Igniting in my chest
F E
The weight of Your glory
Am G
The reverence

Channel
Am C/E F G
I’m in awe that You would come to me
Am C/E F
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
C G
Speak to me
Am
Speak to me
F
I’m listening
C G
Speak to me
Am
Speak to me
F
I’m listening

Turnaround
| Dm7 / C / Am7 / F2 | Dm7 / C / Am7 / F2 |

Verse 2
Dm7 C
The sound that shakes the heavens
Am
The whisper on the wind
Dm7 C
Breaks my inhibitions
Am G
and settles me within
F Am G
The mystery, You’re closer than my skin
F Am G
Your still, small voice moving me again

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
C
I’m listening
| G(add4) // // | Am7 // // | F2 // // |

Instrumental
| C /// G(add4) /// Am7 /// F2 /// |
| C /// G(add4) /// Am7 /// F2 /// |

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL

Ending
C
I’m in awe that You would come to me
Am7 F2
In awe that I could hear You speak
C G(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Am7 F2
I live to hear You say my name
D
Speak to me
Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook
D • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Em7 D
The sound of many waters
Bm
Calms the sea in me
Em7 D
The voice that ends the silence
Bm A
Meets me in my need
G
Like fireworks
Bm
Igniting in my chest
G F#
The weight of Your glory
Bm A
The reverence

Channel
Bm D/F# G A
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Bm D/F# G
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
D A
Speak to me
Bm
Speak to me
G
I'm listening
D A
Speak to me
Bm
Speak to me
G
I'm listening

Turnaround
Em7 / D /// Em7 / D ///

Verse 2
Em7 D
The sound that shakes the heavens
Bm
A whisper on the wind
Em7 D
Breaks my inhibitions
Bm A
and settles me within
G Bm A
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
G Bm A
Your still, small voice moving me again

Channel
Bm D/F# G A
I hang on to every word You say
Bm D/F# G
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
D
I'm listening
A(add4) /// Bm7 /// G2 ///

Instrumental
D /// A(add4) /// Em7 /// G2 ///
D /// A(add4) /// Em7 /// G2 ///

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL
[A(add4)] 14x

Ending
D A(add4)
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Bm7 G2
In awe that I could hear You speak
D A(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Bm7 G2
I live to hear You say my name
E
Speak to me

Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook
Db • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Ebm7 Db
The sound of many waters
Bbm
Calm the sea in me
Ebm7 Db
The voice that ends the silence
Bbm Ab
Meets me in my need
Gb
Like fireworks
Bbm
Igniting in my chest
Gb F
The weight of Your glory
Bbm Ab
The reverence

Channel
Bbm Db/F Gb Ab
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Bbm Db/F Gb
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
Db Ab
Speak to me
Bbm
Speak to me
Gb
I'm listening
Db Ab
Speak to me
Bbm
Speak to me
Gb
I'm listening

Turnaround
| Ebm7 / D#m7 /// | Ebm7 / F#m7 /// |

Verse 2
Ebm7 Db
The sound that shakes the heavens
Bbm
The whisper on the wind
Ebm7 Db
Breaks my inhibitions
Bbm Ab
and settles me within
Gb Bbm Ab
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
Gb Bbm Ab
Your still, small voice moving me again

REPEAT CHORUS

In awe that You would come to me
Bbm Gb2
I hang on to every word You say
Bbm Ab(add4)
I live to hear You say my name
Db Ab(add4)

Instrumental
| Db /// Ab(add4) /// Bbm7 /// Gb2 /// |
| Db /// Ab(add4) /// Bbm7 /// Gb2 /// |

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL

I'm listening
Bbm Ab(add4)
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Bbm Gb2
In awe that I could hear You speak
Db Ab(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Bbm Gb2
I live to hear You say my name
Db
Speak to me

**Speak To Me**
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook

E • 66 bpm • 4/4

**Verse 1**
F#m7 E
The sound of many waters
C#m
Calms the sea in me
F#m7 E
The voice that ends the silence
C#m B
Meets me in my need
A Like fireworks
C#m
Igniting in my chest
A G#
The weight of Your glory
C#m B
The reverence

**Channel**

C#m E/G# A B
I'm in awe that You would come to me
C#m E/G# A
In awe that I could hear You speak

**Chorus**
E B
Speak to me
C#m
Speak to me
A
I'm listening
E B
Speak to me
C#m
Speak to me
A
I'm listening

**Turnaround**

F#m7 E
F#m7 E
F#m7 E
F#m7 E

**Verse 2**
F#m7 E
The sound that shakes the heavens
C#m
The whisper on the wind
F#m7 E
Breaks my inhibitions
C#m B
and settles me within
A C#m B
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
A C#m B
Your still, small voice moving me again

**Interlude**

E
I'm listening

[B(add4)] /// |C#m7 A2 /// | E B(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
C#m7 A2
I live to hear You say my name
F# Speak to me

**CHORUS**

E B
In awe that You would come to me
C#m7 A2
In awe that I could hear You speak
E B(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
C#m7 A2
I live to hear You say my name
F# Speak to me

**Instrumental**

E /// |C#m7 A2 /// | E B(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
C#m7 A2
I live to hear You say my name
F# Speak to me

Speak To Me
Kari Jobe Carnes, Cody Carnes, Amanda Cook, Jacob Cook
Eb • 66 bpm • 4/4

Verse 1
Fm7                   Eb
The sound of many waters
Cm
Calms the sea in me
Fm7                   Eb
The voice that ends the silence
Cm                   Bb
Meets me in my need
Ab
Like fireworks
Cm
Igniting in my chest
Ab                   G
The weight of Your glory
Cm                   Bb
The reverence

Channel
Cm                   Eb/G        Ab                   Bb
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Cm                   Eb/G        Ab
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
Eb                   Bb
Speak to me
Cm                   Eb/G        Ab
Speak to me
Ab
I'm listening
Eb                   Bb
Speak to me
Cm                   Ab
Speak to me
F
I'm listening

Turnaround
Fm7 / Eb              Cm / Bb

Verse 2
Fm7                   Eb
The sound that shakes the heavens
Fm7                   Eb
The whisper on the wind
Fm7                   Eb/G
Breaks my inhibitions
Cm                   Bb
and settles me within
Ab                   Cm                   Bb
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
Ab                   Cm                   Bb
Your still, small voice moving me again

Channel
Cm                   Eb/G        Ab                   Bb
I hang on to every word You say
Cm                   Eb/G        Ab
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
Eb
I'm listening
[Bb(add4) /// |Cm7 /// |Ab2 /// | ]

Instrumental
|Eb /// Bb(add4) |Cm7 /// |Ab2 /// | |
|Eb /// Bb(add4) |Cm7 /// |Ab2 /// | |

REPEAT INSTRUMENTAL

Ending
Eb                   Bb(add4)
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Cm7                   Ab2
In awe that I could hear You speak
Eb                   Bb(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Cm7                   Ab2
I live to hear You say my name
F
Speak to me
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Verse 1
Gm7    F
The sound of many waters
Dm    F
Calms the sea in me
Gm7    F
The voice that ends the silence
Dm    C
Meets me in my need
Bb
Like fireworks
Dm
Igniting in my chest
Bb
The weight of Your glory
Dm    C
The reverence

Channel
Dm    F/A    Bb    C
I'm in awe that You would come to me
Dm    F/A    Bb
In awe that I could hear You speak

Chorus
F    C
Speak to me
Dm
Speak to me
Bb
I'm listening
F    C
Speak to me
Dm
Speak to me
Bb
I'm listening

Turnaround
[Gm7 / F ///]  [F ///]  [Gm7 / F ///]

Verse 2
Gm7    F
The sound that shakes the heavens
F
The whisper on the wind
Gm7    F
Breaks my inhibitions
Dm    C
and settles me within
Bb
The mystery, You're closer than my skin
Bb
Your still, small voice moving me again

Channel
Dm    F/A    Bb    C
I hang on to every word You say
Dm    F/A    Bb
I live to hear You say my name

REPEAT CHORUS

Interlude
F
I'm listening
[C(add4) ///]  [Dm7 ///]  [Bb2 ///]

Instrumental
[F ///]  [C(add4) ///]  [Gm7 ///]  [Bb2 ///]
[F ///]  [C(add4) ///]  [Bb2 ///]

REPEAT INTERSTRUMENTAL

Interlude
F
I'm listening
[C(add4)]

Instrumental
F
I'm listening
[C(add4)]

Turning
F    C(add4)
In awe that You would come to me
Dm7    Bb2
In awe that I could hear You speak
F    C(add4)
I hang on to every word You say
Dm7    Bb2
I live to hear You say my name
G
Speak to me